
Calling all IoT device 
manufacturers, IASME is looking 
for volunteers to be the first to get 
an IoT device certified to our new 
IoT security certification scheme. 

IASME helps companies improve 
their cyber security through 
certification and guidance from our 
network of around 250 
Certification Bodies across the UK. 
We are piloting our IoT 
certification scheme in advance of 
new IoT security legislation being 
rolled out in the UK.

For our pilot scheme, we want to 
certify ten IoT devices from 
different manufacturers across 
different sectors. The 
manufacturers chosen will receive 
the following free of charge:

MANUFACTURERS: 
GET YOUR IoT DEVICE 
CERTIFIED CYBER 
SECURE FOR FREE

A remote session of up to three hours with 
one of our IoT security experts to 

understand your product and provide 
customised security guidance to meet the 

standard

Free assessment to the IoT standard 
using our online platform 

Assessment marked and detailed 
feedback provided on how to improve 

your device’s security

A second remote session of up to three 
hours to offer further guidance on how 

to improve your security

Second attempt at IoT standard              
(if necessary) 

Final feedback from you on your 
experience of scheme 



If you achieve the certification, you will be provided with a badge which 
can be displayed on your product’s packaging and your range of 
marketing materials. IASME will be launching a consumer targeted mini-
site later in early 2021 which will explain to consumers what the badge 
means and about the importance of security in IoT products.

The certification scheme is aligned with both ETSI EN 303 645 and 
proposed UK legislation and guidance.  A device can be certified to Basic
(aligned with proposed UK legislation), Silver (aligned with ETSI 
mandatory requirements) or Gold (goes beyond ETSI mandatory 
requirements) depending on the device’s level of security. It is also 
mapped to the IoTSF Security Compliance Framework.

It can cover a group of similar products that are based on the same 
hardware. So, for example, if you sell multiple version of a connected baby 
monitor with features but based on the same hardware and cloud service, 
you can certify the group of products with one certification.

The pilot is only open to IoT devices that are sold to consumers in the 
UK. Once the scheme launches commercially, you will be able to certify 
any IoT product.

If you are interested, please get in touch ASAP with info@iasme.co.uk
providing: 

ü details of your device 
ü details about your own organisation, including your size and market sector 

IASME will select the manufacturers that will be offered the opportunity 
to participate in the pilot with an aim of covering a broad spread of 
sectors and types of devices. 

If you have any questions, please contact jamie.randall@iasme.co.uk
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